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Imagine a chef who is taking care of all the cooking, who makes the food you
want...perhaps you prefer to prepare your own food.....or you walk down to the beach
to enjoy a pleasant evening at one of the best restaurants of the
island....
Can you really afford not to treat yourself to all this???
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5 double bedrooms with separate bathrooms
air conditioning
telephone / telefax
swimming pool
terrace with barbeque facilities
television
stereo
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View from the bedroom

I

f you in your dreams see a green fertile island, untouched
by tourism, where you still can find beaches without footprints, with
warm turquoise water lapping the white sand and a pleasant tropical
breeze gently rustling the coconut palms high above......Then you
dream about Grenada, a gem of an island.
Now imagine the flash of warm smiles on gentle faces, the lilting melody of a steel band and the chink of ice in a chilled glass.......
Close your eyes and see high mountains dressed with green rain forests
waiting to be explored. Hear
the sound of waterfalls
crashing into deep pools, the
haunting calls of wild birds
in the trees and the chatter of monkeys.......

The beach in front

Just imagine the time and space to relax, where the only thing you will
do quickly will be to make friends. The pleasures here are natural ones,
offering the pure ecstasy of discovery to those who have grown tired of
commercial pleasures. In Grenada you will find a gentle and hospitable
people, but you will find no casinos, no amusement arcades, no neon-lit
streets filled with night-time noise.......
And if you are a true adventurer, Grenada`s mountains and rain forests
are criss-crossed by tracks along which you may stop to have a bathe in
hot springs. Here you can take pictures of beautiful waterfalls, giant
tropical plants, jewel-coloured butterflies...........and see nutmeg and cinnamon, cloves and cocoa growing in rich
fertile soil. Memories to carry home.

Imagine the colors and aromas of the markets, spices and fresh limes,
mango and banana, breadfruit and green coconuts. The brightly-painted
buses, spilling over with passengers and laden baskets..........

Imagine a beautiful beachfront villa, a spacious, delightful terrace where
you can relax and enjoy the seascape while a soft breeze rivals your cold
drink in making life pleasant, where the biggest problem you will face is
whether to opt for the short trip down to the beach or simply take a dip
in the swimming pool on the terrace.........

Imagine a city built by Frenchmen and Englishmen and enhanced by the
skills and cultures of many lands. A city which cascades down the sides
of green mountain slopes down to the still waters of the
harbour.......

Imagine a lovely tropical evening on the terrace with your family and
friends, the fireflies like small shooting stars among the treetops, soft
music in the background, tempting whiffs from the grill...and the lights
of St. George`s in the distance...
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